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to be found, and could lay the venue (i.e. the place from which
the jury was summoned) where he liked. By Coke's time it
was settled that the courts at Westminster could entertain all
actions that were of a transitory nature, such as actions for
breach of contract or upon bills of exchange, notwithstanding
that any relevant fact was connected with a foreign country.1
no con- Thus the stage was reached at which it should have been
sidtv^o necessary to deal with the familiar problem of choice of law.
forfi^Tiaw But in the case of mercantile disputes, which must have formed
the bulk of those coming before the courts, the problem was
avoided for many generations, since they were decided accord-
ing to the general law merchant common to European nations^
By the nineteenth century, when the international nature of
this law had ceased and it had been incorporated as one of the
municipal branches of English, law, the modern doctrines of
private international law had already taken root in England.2
Moreover, although the common law courts had expressed
their willingness to take cognizance of foreign law, they were
reluctant to entertain actions in which this would be necessary.3
When the necessity became pressing, their first reaction was
to require foreign cases to be tried by the appropriate court
abroad, and to accompany this with a readiness to enforce the
foreign judgment in England. This recognition of foreign
judgments, which dates at least from 16o734 has never involved
a reference to the foreign municipal law. All the English courts
have ever done in this connexion is to inquire whether the
foreign court had jurisdiction in the international sense and
whether its judgment was final.5
Emergence The growth of the British Empire inevitably led to greater
ofamore jntercourse between British subjects owing obedience to a
rational         .	-.	-	_   J	."-.-
theory in variety of laws, and consequently to an increase in the number
t^" °^ Disputes tka-t required, if justice were to be done, a reference
cases to something more than the common law of England. Yet the
emergence of anything approaching a connected system of pri-
vate international law proved to be a slow and laborious process.
nson*.     Ir^RoHnson v. Bfand6 in 1760, the question whether a con-
***** tract valid'By the law of France, where it was made, though
1 Sack, op. cit., pp. 370-1.         a Ibid., pp. 375-7.         3 Ibid., p, 381.
4 Wier*s Case, i Rolle Abr. 530 K.*2, cited Sack, op. cit., p. 383.
5^The cases suck as Pennv. Baltimore (1750), i Ves. Sen. 444, in which
equity- exercises personal jurisdiction in respect of acts occurring abroad, does
not involve the application of foreign law; ibid., p. 378, infra, pp. 614-24.
6 ^ Burr. 1077; i W. Bl. 234.

